Concept
Impressionist used the image of reality rather than the reality itself,
in Dulles airport; Erro Sarrinen used the image of Flight trajectory rather than the flight itself.

Humanity is the result of life, culture and heritage, Finland has a cultural life that is embedded in its environment and oceanic life, for
this reason it is important to maintain this connection between its culture and natural setting.
Art and architecture have always been a medium in presenting a culture, they have tried to bring out an intermediary objects, abstract
them and give them life and meaning. For this purpose architecture needs to borrow elements form life nature; the organic forms which are
part of man’s biology always offer great challenges. The organic form allows spectator to see an object from different angels and
directions simultaneously, and since the viewer believes to be part of it, he could make prediction about its outcomes and forms, so he
mingles with its shapes, lines and the curves, and thus he dissolves and adjust himself more quickly to it. Finally the last task of
architect is to merge the organic forms with technological limitations.
The museum building was intended to bring the land to life, or so to bring the land and sea together, where each could reflects and connects to
the one other, here the roof that represent the last surface and boundary of the building; symbolizes Aetobetus myliobatidae (the Blue
ray fish) which represents and facilitate this cultural exchange between land and the sea.

And as the corresponding building follows and adapts itself to the roof lines, it turns and transforms into a butterfly, which represent
the long lasting life, it creates an aesthetic and functional design effect for interior expansion and opening up, butterfly roofs also
allow for improvements and advancements of exterior design, such as placement of ample window size and height on the outer walls
and ceilings, which create widows with vertical spatial effect and light, allowing nature to become part of the interior as a key
element of organic life..
Butterfly roofs captures rainfall in the central valley of the roof between the inward facing slopes, in this way rainwater would be
immediately expelled from the roof in order to protect the building from moisture collection, and leaks. This allows the utilization of
rain water for other purposes in the building. Besides the ecological benefits, butterfly roofs are also very aerodynamic and can be
especially useful in climates with severe winds.
In Museum building; the rhythms and patterns repeat themselves as masses, volumes, lines and spatial approach become divided
between the work space and the exhibition, public and private, while the ramps invite spectators to the exhibits; an open space make
the audience presence visible and present at all time, when the spectators continuously feel to be part of a whole, and belonging to a
larger entity and crowd.

And as a museum is a place to promote culture and cultural values, an atrium in museum works as a nucleus to man and humanity, it acts as
the hearth and the gathering place, as a point of reference and a center for all core and focal point of activities, Courtyard gathers the crowd and
engages them socially and actively with each other in order to form and create culture.

The preferred interior structure is consisted of wooden (Glulam), Use of Glulam proves to be as a sustainable material, for saving energy and for
use in complex structural form, and as a renewable and local source of material. The wooden façade is clad with weather treated wood, where the
use of marine sea shell in light weight concrete roof as a partial aggregate replacement for substrate deck material, attests to being environmentally
friendly. The curvilinear façade form work significantly to reduce the wind effect on the surface.

And finally when for Erro Sarrinen the imagery in Dulles airport was the air flight, for the Terminal building this pattern reflects a flight
that is oceanic, where the Blue Ray fish inspiration represents a flight and a journey toward the ocean.

*all pictures are creative common, public domain
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